SAFETY IN EVERY STEP.

Your school stairwells serve as important connecting spaces and primary emergency routes. Stairtread solutions from nora® combine design, safety and comfort for your most heavily trafficked areas. Available in pre-shaped stair nosing, riser and tread combinations, norament® stairtreads make it easy to implement an all-in-one solution that speeds and simplifies installation.

- **Slip-resistant** surface provides safe passage for students and staff.
- **Range of color and design options** connect classrooms and hallways to easily establish primary emergency routes.
- **Resilient** nora rubber resists breaking and shrinking along with damage caused by high-traffic footfall.
- **Low-maintenance, coating-free** surfaces require little more than tap water for cleaning.
- **Low VOC emission** floor coverings support healthy indoor air quality and do not contain PVC, plasticizers (phthalates) or halogens (e.g., chlorine).
- **Acoustic control** reduces footfall noise and echoes for a less disruptive learning environment.
- **Reduced life cycle costs** deliver sustainable savings for decades to come.

“The way the nora all-in-one stairtread piece fits over the existing steps was just perfect. The stairs don’t look industrial any longer; they look nice and the rubber adds an element of safety.”

— Robert J. Spagnoletti
manager of maintenance
Syracuse University